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honourable performer on the silver gong will beat three
blows each of two thirds of a heart-beat, stopping off half
the reverberations with his venerable forefinger . . . and
so on, to the extent of the fifty musicians each of whom
must read and memorize his directions as his turn comes to
listen to the reading of the sacred score. . . «
But what it all amounts to for our purposes is that the
ceremonial music is simply the plain-song of the Western,
Eastern, and Hebrew rites; and the dance that the Son of
Heaven performs before the altar is exactly that of the slow
dance that is the holy ceremony of the Mass, The notation
shows that the Emperor made exactly the same movements
as the Mass-priest makes; the sanctus bells sound at exactly
the same intervals in each rite and equally to the sound of
bells the Emperor lays on his tongue three grains of rice
and drinks a cup of rice wine as being the body and blood
of the redeeming earth.
We are told by one set of authorities that the movements
of the priest in the holy ceremony of the Mass represent the
journeys made by the Redeemer in His passage through the
world; when the officiant prays to the right he is expressing
Christ's submission to the elders in the Temple, when he
moves to the left to read the Gospels that represents the
journey into Galilee; other authorities assert that the Mass
is the dance that David danced before the ark of the taber-
nacle. No doubt both are right. What matters to me is that
you should observe that, whether these rituals originated
on the one hand in the Pamirs or, on the other, on the plains
of the Hoang Ho, one cult must at one time have embraced
all the peoples of that swathe that went from Cathay to the
Cassiterides and that Augustine was right enough when he
said that the Christian religion had existed and come down
from times infinitely beyond the memory of man,

